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WELCOME TO  
THE CLASSIC NURSERY RHYMES 
NOTES

T hese notes are intended to enhance the usefulness and enjoyment of this beautiful book. 
Written primarily with teachers and nursery school helpers in mind, they also have much 

to offer to parents or anyone reading with or to children. Beginning with General Activities  
(Part One) the notes move on to follow the book page by page from front to back in Part Two. 

We’ve taken care to provide a wide range of actions and suggestions to meet the needs and  
abilities of different ages: an asterisk marks the more challenging suggestions. Some are group 
activities; others are perfect for just one child. We hope you’ll be pleasantly surprised by just 
how much interest, knowledge and entertainment children can get from these pages.

                           
   Jack jump over the candlestick  

   
   

   
    

   J
ack be nimble, Jack be quick, 
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THE VALUE OF NURSERY RHYMES
Nursery rhymes are an important shared oral tradition stretching back over centuries. 
Some make sense and are linked to historical personalities and events, and others are  
quite nonsensical and surreal, but they are great fun and are hugely important in developing 
bonds with young children. They provide strong foundations in developing pre-reading  
skills because of the multi-sensory approach: children become aware of rhythm, rhyme  
and syntax and through enjoyment, physical activity and repetition, these become  
embedded unconsciously. 

In a recent long-term study, Usha Goswami (Professor of Cognitive Developmental 
Neuroscience at Cambridge) found that dyslexia is not caused by children reading words 
incorrectly, but by an inability to hear the rhythm of words when they are being spoken:
“All kinds of rhythmic experiences can be helpful, nursery rhymes, dancing and music, 
as long as the beat is matched to language. Playground clapping and games may be very 
important to stopping dyslexia. You could start to remediate it before children even start
school. If children keep it up they will learn to read. It will definitely happen.”

GENERAL ACTIVITIES
Discussion points and activities are deliberately open-ended to encourage the development 
of pupil independence and problem-solving. 
Talking and writing partners are recommended for many of the tasks in order to build 
pupil confidence and collaboration.
More challenging activities are marked with asterisks.
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PERFORMANCE
 Rhyme time: create times during the day for learning and reciting nursery rhymes, with 
actions  created by the children.
 Rhyme time area – dressing up/props/small world to use when reciting rhymes and 
creating stories, using the characters.
 Use of green screen filming to provide the correct background. Sound effects and/or 
music could be added to create atmosphere.

PUPPETS
 Choose a rhyme and create puppets that you can use when acting out or reciting the 
rhyme.      
These could be finger, glove, sock, stick, spoon, plate, bag, shadow, string puppets, 
depending on the effect you want to create, choosing the best materials to suit the rhyme 
and characters.

RHYME LINES
 Arrange cut up lines of each rhyme, which have been muddled, in the correct order and 
say it out loud.
 Create rhymes, by selecting lines from different rhymes and fitting them together to make 
a new one. Try out different ideas to find out which works best.
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MIME THE RHYME
 Choose a rhyme that you can act out in mime (no speaking allowed at all!) and see who is 
first to guess the rhyme.
 
GUESS THE RHYME 
 Create a list of clues and ask others to guess the rhyme. These could be written or 
recorded digitally.
E.g. A small, quick rodent and a time piece.

HOT SEATING
 Devise questions (and possible answers) to ask any of the characters who feature in the 
rhymes and/or illustrations. Be as fanciful as you can when thinking of responses!

NURSERY RHYME BAG
 Select an item from the bag to decide which rhyme to recite by heart.

WORD CLOUDS
 (E.g. Wordle app) Create designs incorporating the words from rhymes, encouraging 
thoughts about word choice, synonyms, colour and design, taking care with spelling 
accuracy!
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IDEAS CATCHER 
 As you read each rhyme and examine the pictures, collect the words for every character, 
object and setting and write them on separate cards to place in ‘character,’ ‘object’ and 
‘setting’ containers. 
 Have fun generating your own lucky dip stories and rhymes by selecting at random from 
each container. You could work collaboratively or individually. 
 Compile your best stories and rhymes into a book, audio recording or film. 

WORLD TREASURY OF RHYMES
 Collect rhymes from home and abroad. Find out rhymes that the adults in your family 
knew as children. Teach them to others.
 Try to learn a rhyme in another language.
 Link up with schools abroad to share rhymes.
 Plot on a world map where the rhyme comes from, with the flag of that country. Use an  
electronic link to an audio/visual recording that you have made (e.g. QR code). 
 Create your own class or school nursery rhyme treasury, illustrating each rhyme with 
images. 
 Share your treasury with others, through book or audio-visual electronic format, and/or 
concert performance.

FACT FILES ON CREATURES ENCOUNTERED IN  
THE RHYMES 

   Ideally, complete these electronically to enable import of images.

Interesting facts:

Creature name:

Features:

Habitat:

Diet:

Family:



Top quality wool for sale 
from free-roaming sheep
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TRUMP CARDS  

 Agree to the categories, decide the scores and  
collectively produce a set of cards electronically, allowing 
the import of images, which can then be printed off, 
laminated and used. E.g.: http://hubpages.com/games-
hobbies/printable-trump-card-game
You could use the number of people, animals, birds; 
whether there is a moon or sun; the number of instruments; 
mode of transport, building.

HEADLINE NEWS 
Create a newspaper headline or adverts for the nursery 
rhyme of your choice.

E.g. Rodent Invasion: but time’s running out for troublesome mice
Space exploration reaches new heights
Sew scared! Tailors cut and run  
Springtime beauty guaranteed 
Top quality wool for sale from free-roaming sheep
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PAGE-BY-PAGE ACTIVITIES FOR  
THE NURSERY RHYMES

THE COVER 

TALK FOR THOUGHT

 What are nursery rhymes? 
  Why do you think children are taught 
rhymes from an early age?
 What do you think is meant by the word 
‘Classic’?
 Look closely at the front and back covers 
and describe what you can see. 
 What do you notice about the design?
 Which nursery rhymes do you think of 
when you look at the cover?

NUMBER CRUNCHER
 How many nursery rhymes do you 
know? 
 Make a tally chart to show how many 
people in your class know different rhymes 
by heart.  
Use this information to create a bar graph. 
Which nursery rhymes are the most popular 
and which rhymes are not as familiar? Why 
do you think this is?
 You can make another bar graph at the 
end of the year to see how many more you 
have all learnt and compare it with your 
first graph. 



THE ENDPAPERS

TALK FOR THOUGHT

 Look closely at the end paper illustrations. What do you notice? What similarities  
and differences can you spot?
 Which part of the picture do you like the best, and why?
 How many different kinds of animals are there? 
  What time does the clock show? Why do you think this is?

CREATIVE CHALLENGE

  Create your own clock or dial, with different characters. You could paint, draw,  
          use collage or junk modelling.
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THE TITLE PAGE
TALK FOR THOUGHT 
Before looking at the illustration on the title page,  
listen to the rhyme, ‘Jack be nimble’.  
Say it together and then describe what you see  
in your mind’s eye: 
 What is Jack like?
 Do you think he jumps over the candlestick?
 Why does he have to be nimble and quick?
 Draw the candlestick, as you imagine it.
 Now look at the illustration. Are there any surprises?
 
CREATIVE CHALLENGES

 Design and make your own candlestick. It might be 2D or 3D.
 Make your own candle by warming and rolling beeswax  
around a wick.

MATERIALS: 
beeswax sheets
wick
blow drier to warm sheets gently
scissors
ruler

                           
   Jack jump over the candlestick  

   
   

   
    

   J
ack be nimble, Jack be quick, 
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Work on a clean surface 
Measure the wick so that it is 2cm longer at each end than the piece of wax.
Gently warm the wax with the blow drier, so that it is easier to roll.
Place the wick along one edge, with 2cm protruding from each end.
Carefully roll the wax to make a tight, even roll around the wick.
Firmly press the edge into the side and blend it into the candle.
Choosing the neatest end for the top of the candle, trim the other end in line with  
the base of the candle.
N.b. Only adults can light candles and any lit candles must not be left unattended.

PHYSICAL CHALLENGE

 Candle leaping was used both as a sport and a form 
of fortune telling. If you could jump the candlestick 
without extinguishing the flame, good luck was 
supposed to be yours in the coming year.
 Create your own game with a cardboard tube 
candle, with a paper flame balanced carefully in a slit at 
the top of the candle. 
 Form a circle and chant the rhyme, substituting the 
names of different children for that of Jack. As your 
name is called, jump over the candlestick, without 
disturbing the paper flame and position yourself at the 
other side of the circle, choosing someone else’s name. 
Everyone joins in the chant and the chosen person has 
to jump over the candlestick, and so on.
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THE CONTENTS PAGE

TALK FOR THOUGHT
Read through the list of contents. Are there any words that you don’t understand? If so, see if 
you can work out what they mean when you read the rhyme and look at the illustrations. 
Which rhyme appeals to you most, and why? Which page will you find the rhyme on?

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
Make a new poem by using the different titles or parts of titles and rearranging them.  
Play around until you find something that really pleases you.

E.g.
Ride a cock horse
To market, to market
On the first of May.

E.g.
The bed is a silver moon,
Sing a song of sailing.
Hark, the dogs do bark.
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RIDE A COCK HORSE

TALK FOR THOUGHT
A cock horse could have several meanings: 
• A high-spirited horse
• An additional horse which helped to pull carts and carriages up steep hills
• A pretend horse, or hobby horse.
Which meaning appeals most to you?
Why do you think the fine lady upon a white horse is at Banbury Cross?
Why do you think she has rings on her fingers and bells on her toes?

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
What other types of instrument can you see in the illustration?
What do you notice in the distance?
What time of year do you think it is?
What sort of bird do you think the lady is carrying?
Why is the bird wearing a hood?
What other birds can you see in this picture? 
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CREATIVE CHALLENGES
Create your own procession and music for travelling to Banbury Cross, fitting your 
steps and sounds to the rhythm of the rhyme. Practise and perform.
Create your own rhyming couplet:*

E.g. 
Ride a cock-horse to Shrewsbury town,

To see six fine swans, with soft, snow-white down.

Ride a cock-horse to Trafalgar Square
To see the fine folk who have all gathered there.

Design a splendid collar for a dog or a striking hat for a musician. 
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I SAW A SHIP A-SAILING

VIVID VOCAB AND ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 Check that you know the meaning of: laden, masts, cabin, decks, hold.
 Point to where you think the last four are on the ship in the illustration.

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 Where do you think the ship might have come from?
 Where do you think it is sailing to?
 Who do you think is the ‘me’ in the poem?
 Why do you think the mice are wearing chains?
 Which mouse would you choose to be, and why?
 What other nursery rhymes do you know that mentions the number four-and-twenty?
 What other rhymes or songs do you know about ships and sailing? 
E.g. I saw three ships, The big ship sails on the Alley-Alley-Oh

RAPID RESEARCH*
 Find out what four-and-twenty is in other languages. Are there any patterns? Make a multi-
lingual display.

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Innovate on the verse:

E.g.
There were ………………in the cabins,

And …………….. in the hold.

Think about how many syllables (beats) the words need.
 Take it in turns to chant your lines to create a class rhyme.
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HICKORY DICKORY DOCK
TALK FOR THOUGHT
 Why do you think the mouse ran down the clock?

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 What do you notice, if you examine the clock closely?
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CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Create your own set of movements to suggest what happens in the rhyme.
 Use percussion instruments to add atmosphere to your recitation of the rhyme, e.g. ticking 
of the clock, running movements going up and down.
 How many syllables are in each word?
 Create your own nonsense chant with the same number of syllables.

E.g.
Diggledy, doggledy dee
The dog sailed out to sea.
The sea grew rough,
Dog said, ‘Enough!’
Diggledy, doggledy, dee.

 Look at pictures of different clocks. Compare analogue and digital clocks.  
Which works best with this rhyme?
 Design your own clock and a finger puppet mouse so that you can practice telling the time, 
innovating on:

The clock struck two
.………………………………

The clock struck three
………………………………..

The clock struck four
………………………………..

The clock struck five
………………………………..

up to the number twelve.
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CUPBOARD CAT
ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 Look at the items on top of the cupboard. What sort of plant is growing in the pot?

Crocus
Daffodil
Snowdrop 

 Who do you think the young lady is in the picture?
 What do you think might happen next in this picture?
 What are the main colours used in this illustration? 

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 Who do you think the me is in the rhyme?

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Choose a piece of furniture:

E.g. bed sofa  chair  stool  table
Decide which preposition you need to use:
E.g. on  in  under  beside  before  
       above behind  beneath 

Create a sentence, using alliteration

The ……………..   …………….   the ……………………
And he can’t see me!

E.g.
The badger’s in the bed   The starling’s on the stool
And he can’t see me!    And he can’t see me!

             Now create a rhyme of your own choosing, 
using different prepositions.*
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LAVENDER’S BLUE

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 How can lavender be blue and green?
 What is special about lavender?

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 What colours stand out in this double page spread?
 Which character in the picture is speaking the words of Lavender’s Blue?
 Why is the boy holding a watering can?
 What sort of animal is in the illustration? Why do you think this is? 
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CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Lavender playdough recipe

INGREDIENTS
o 2 cups plain flour
o ½ cup salt
o 2 tbsp vegetable oil
o 2 tbsp cream of tartar
o 1 – 1.5 cups boiling water
o ½ tbsp gel food colouring
o Few drops of glycerine

o 3 or 4 lavender flower heads, pulled apart or 

a few drops of lavender oil

 Create a lavender bag. 
o Cut out some circles of fabric. E.g. use a small plate.
o Place about a dessert spoon of dried lavender in the centre of each circle.
o With the help of a partner, bring the fabric together in a bunch and tie with 

some ribbon. 
o Leave long ends on the ribbon and tie them into a hanging loop.

RAPID RESEARCH**
 Find out about other herbs: what they look like, what sort of aroma they have, and how 
they can be used.
 Using the information you have found, plan and make a herb garden. You could do this 
on squared paper, using different colours to show different plants.

METHOD

o Mix the dry 
ingredients together

o Stir through the oil 
and glycerine

o Add the boiling water 
and stir vigorously 
until all the lumps are gone and it begins 
to come together (An adult should pour 
the water!)

o Knead it until it stops being sticky
o Add in colouring
o Add lavender at final stage
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LILIES ARE WHITE
TALK FOR THOUGHT

 What similarities and differences are there in the rhymes on this 
double page? 

 Compare the perfume of lavender with that of the lily. Which do you prefer, 
and why? 

CREATIVE CHALLENGES
 Innovate on the words, choosing your own plants:

………….. are …………….., ……………..’s green,
When I am king, you will be queen.

 Write a story about the boy, the girl, the woman and the bear. Where might they be going?   
Where have they been?

 Look closely at a lily and make 
drawings, using pencil, crayons, pastels  
or paints.

 Carefully dissect the lily and look at the 
different parts using a magnifying glass. 
Find out the names of the different parts 
and make a labelled sketch.

https://www.dkfindout.com/us/
animals-and-nature/plants/parts-
flower/

 Design your own flower from 
playdough and create a name for it.  
Make a sketch, labelling the different 
parts of your flower.
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THERE WAS AN OLD WOMAN
ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 Where have you seen this character 
before in this book? 
 What creatures can you see in the 
illustration?
 Why do you think the illustrator 
chose these creatures?
 What different textures can you see 
in the illustration?

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What do you think the basket is normally used for?
 Would you choose to go with the woman? Why/why not?
 What other things could you use a magical broom for?

E.g. If I had your broom, I would ….
 Where do you think the woman comes from? Do you think she has a name? 
 What do you think the cobwebs are?

VIVID VOCAB
 What does ‘I couldn’t but ask it’ mean?

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Make a picture, using different textures. You could use pencils, crayons and/or paints to 
give different effects or you could use fabric and junk to create a picture.

RAPID RESEARCH
 Find out how far away the moon is.
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HOW MANY MILES TO BABYLON

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 What sort of creatures are in this 
painting? What can you see in the 
background of the picture?
 What can you find in the 
illustration that you’ve seen earlier 
in the book? Why do you think the 
illustrator chose to include this? 

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 Who do you think is answering the questions and who do you think is answering them? 
 What do you think ‘get there by candlelight’ means?
 Which other rhyme has the word ‘nimble’ in it?
 Why do you think the person wants to go to Babylon?
 The name Babylon is thought to come from the words, bav-ilim meaning Gate of God. 

Candles symbolise light in the darkness and truth and signify light in the next world.
If you read the rhyme again, taking on these meanings, how might you interpret it? 

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 What do you think the child is dreaming about?
 Write about a dream you have had, or make a dream up and write about it.
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THE LION AND THE UNICORN
TALK FOR THOUGHT

 This rhyme dates back to 1603, when Scotland and England joined together as one 
country. Two lions were the symbol on the English royal arms and the unicorns on the 
Scottish royal arms. What do you think this rhyme tells you about this event?
 If you were to choose who was to win, would it be the lion or the unicorn, and why?
 What sort of bread do you think the lion would like, and what would the unicorn like?
 Why do you think they were given plum cake?
 Why do you think they were ‘drummed out of town’?
 Where else have you seen images of lions and unicorns?

VIVID VOCAB
 What do you think is meant by: ‘And drummed them out of town’?

CREATIVE CHALLENGES
 Design a crown –  
it could be 2-D  
(a drawing, painting or collage)  
or 3-D (a model).

 Create a percussion rhythm to drum them out of town.  
Think about how you will notate it, so that you can remember the rhythm and other people 
can play it.
 Design a flag for the castle.
 Design a menu fit for a lion or unicorn.
 Devise a series of challenges to determine which creature should win the crown. They 
could be mental or physical or a combination.
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A SWARM OF BEES IN MAY

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What is a ‘swarm’?
 What do you think this rhyme means?
 Why are bees important to us?
 What do bees need in order to thrive?
 How can we help bees?

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 What do you notice about some of the bees in the picture when you study it closely?
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RAPID RESEARCH*
 Create a fact file on bees. You might want to choose different species and 
compare your findings. 

RSPB: https://www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/wildlife-guides/other-garden-
wildlife/insects-and-other-invertebrates/bees-wasps-ants/bumblebee/
National Geographic: https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/?s=bees&post_type=

o Size
o Diet 
o Habitat
o Top speed

 Find out which plants encourage pollinators. Undertake a survey of your school grounds 
to find out how well they cater for bees and other insects. 

CREATIVE CHALLENGE*
 Plan how to improve your school environment for bees by considering:

o A bee-friendly plant selection
o Areas that can be planted, e.g. flower beds, plant pots, field edge 
o Equipment needed
o Costs

EXCELLENT RESOURCES: 
https://cdn.friendsoftheearth.uk/sites/default/files/downloads/The%20Bee%20
Cause%20-%20a%20pack%20for%20educators.pdf
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LADYBIRD, LADYBIRD

TALK FOR THOUGHT

 How has little Ann escaped the fire?
 What do you think is meant by, ‘your children all gone’?
 Who do you think is talking to the ladybird?
 Ladybirds are considered lucky, and are so called because they have long been linked 
with the Virgin Mary. They have a range of different names around the world: E.g. Red 
cows (Buwch goch gota – Wales), ladybugs (U.S and Australia), God’s little cow (bozhya 
korovka – Russia), Mary’s beetle (Germany and Bosnia), Bishop that burneth, lady cow, 
lady clock

Which name do you prefer, and why. Can you think of an alternative name?

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 Find the hidden ladybird in the illustration (see page 25). 

RAPID RESEARCH*
 Create a fact file for ladybirds, finding out how they help us.

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/animals/insects/ladybird-facts/

 Find out about an invasive species of ladybird, called the Harlequin ladybird.  
https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/wildlife-explorer/invertebrates/beetles/harlequin-ladybird

How do you think we might be able to help our native ladybirds?

NUMBER CRUNCHER*
 There are 53 British species of ladybirds: the number of spots they have varies – 2, 4, 5, 
7, 11, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 22, and 24.
 Make up some maths questions about ladybirds, using this information.
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SPRING

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 Why is this rhyme called Spring?
 What does it tell us about that season?
 Use a flower identification guide to find which of the 
following wild flowers are in the illustration. 

o Buttercup
o Red campion
o Daisy
o Wild geranium
o Dandelion 

 Why do you think the three rhymes on this double page 
spread have been linked together?

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Create your own drawings or painting of a wild flower and 
find out if any insects are linked with it. Add these to your 
picture.
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THE CUCKOO

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What information do you gain about the cuckoo  
from this rhyme?
 What do you think the following sayings  
or idioms mean?

o He/she’s cuckoo
o A cuckoo in the nest
o Cloud-cuckoo land

 Compare this rhyme with another version:

The cuckoo is a lazy bird,
She never builds a nest,
She makes herself busy
By singing to the rest.

She never hatches her own young,
And that we all know,
But leaves it for some other bird
While she sings ‘Cuckoo’.

And when her time is come
Her voice we no longer hear,
And where she goes we do not know
Until another year.

The cuckoo comes in April,
She sings a song in May,
In June she beats upon her drum,
And then she’ll fly away.
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RAPID RESEARCH
 Listen to a recording of the cuckoo on: https://www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/
wildlife-guides/bird-a-z/cuckoo/
 Find out more about the cuckoo and complete a fact file.
 Find out where the cuckoo goes over the winter. 

NUMBER CRUNCHER
 How many days would the cuckoo be with us if he/she arrived on 1st April and left  
on the last day of July?
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THE FIRST OF MAY
TALK FOR THOUGHT

 What other name do we have for 1st May?
 What is celebrated on the 1st May?

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
Pick out all the things in the illustration that are mentioned in the rhyme. 
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RAPID RESEARCH*
 Find out about hawthorn – other names it is known 
by, the name given to its blossom, the amazing range of 
creatures that it supports (some of them have wonderful 
names): https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/trees-woods-
and-wildlife/british-trees/a-z-of-british-trees/hawthorn/
 Choose one of the creatures that feeds on hawthorn and 
find out more about it so that you can create a fact file. 

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Write up the rhyme as a list of instructions for the maid, 
so that she can ensure she is beautiful.
 Think of a title which will entice people to follow the 
instructions.

E.g.  To Achieve Everlasting Beauty

1. Set your alarm for before sunrise.
2. Put on your best dress.
3. Take a bowl with you.
4. Cross the fields at daybreak.
5. Gather the dew from the hawthorn tree in your bowl.
6. Wash in the dew.
7. Admire yourself in the mirror, on your return home.
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ALL THE PRETTY LITTLE HORSES

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What type of nursery rhyme is this?
 What other rhymes do you know that begin: Hush a bye?
 What do you think Hush a bye means?
 Where do you think they are travelling to?
 Which horse would you choose, and why?
 Listen to a version of All the Pretty Little Horses

E.g.: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWoPsyY8CZY
What difference do you notice between the sung version and the one in the book?

VIVID VOCAB
 What colour is a bay horse?
 What does ‘dappled’ mean?

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 Do you notice anything in the illustration that has appeared in any of the other 
illustrations in the book?
 Why do you think the lady standing on the horse is carrying a star?
 How do you think Jackie Morris created the effect in the sky?

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 What do you think you would you like to wake up to?
 Write about waking from a dream and what you can see.
 Paint blue water colour onto paper, and whilst still wet, sprinkle with salt crystals to see 
what happens. Use this as a background for your own dream picture.



POP! GOES THE WEASEL

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 Describe what you think the weasels are doing in the illustration. What different jobs do 
they have? 

VIVID VOCAB
 What does ‘tuppenny’ mean?
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TALK FOR THOUGHT – ADDED CHALLENGE
 In the past, a spinner’s weasel was a tool used for measuring a length of yarn, 
making a popping noise when the correct length has been reached. 
Pop also means pawn, which means to leave a possession with a pawnbroker, 
who gives you money for it and can sell it if you do not pay the money back 
within a certain time. And weasel could be rhyming slang for coat (weasel and 
stoat).
The Eagle was a pub on the City Road in London.
How might this extra information affect the meaning of the rhyme?

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Create speech or thought bubbles for each of the weasels. You could give them different 
characters, e.g., bossy, inquisitive, distractible, disobedient, helpful, boastful.
 Find a recipe using treacle, such as flapjacks, and make some to share with everybody. 
You will need to work out how many to make and the cost of ingredients. 

RAPID RESEARCH
 Create a fact file on weasels, finding out the difference between weasels, stoat, pine 
martens and polecats.

https://www.vwt.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/MustelidLeaflet.pdf

CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
 Find and read the poem, Weasel, in The Lost Words, by Jackie Morris and Robert 
Macfarlane. 
 How is the weasel in the spell and the painting in The Lost Words different from the 
weasels in the illustration for Pop! Goes the Weasel!
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FOUR-AND-TWENTY SAILORS

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What job do tailors do? The illustration might give you a clue. 
 Name the different objects around the tailor.
 Why do you think so many tailors wanted to catch a snail?
 What does the rhyme tell us about the character of the tailors?
 What is funny about the rhyme?
 Where do you think the snail is going?

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 How does scale work in this illustration? Look at the size of the snail, the vegetation, the 
lady and the tailor. 
 Have you noticed anything about scale in any of the other illustrations? 
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RAPID RESEARCH
 Find a picture of a Kyloe cow on the internet. Why do you think the rhyme says the snail 
is like a Kyloe cow?
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TWINKLE, TWINKLE, LITTLE STAR

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 How do you think the person who is speaking feels?
 What simile is used for the star?
 Think of other similes that can be used to describe a star:

Like ………………………………………………………………….

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
Think about something in the world around you and:
Ask a question of it
Create a simile for it.

E.g.
Oh glorious sun in the sky
Why do you rise up so high,
Like a blazing golden flower,
Then drop down out of sight,
With the coming of the night?

RAPID RESEARCH
 Find out some interesting facts about stars, their patterns and names. You could find out 
which one is the brightest, the nearest, and which are important for navigation. 
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TO THE BAT

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 Do you think the bat will:

o fly under his hat?
o eat a side of bacon?
o eat a cake? 

RAPID RESEARCH
 Create a fact file on bats and find out about the different bat species in the UK. 

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Create a crazy rhyme for another creature of your choice, making mad promises.

E.g. 
Dog, dog, come for a jog
And I’ll give you pickled moonbeams
And when I sing my song, I’ll bring
Rabbits to chase in your dreams.
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SING A SONG OF SIXPENCE

VIVID VOCAB
 Find out what the following mean:

o sixpence
o rye
o parlour 

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 Why do you think the blackbird pecked off the maid’s nose?
 What other surprises could be delivered in a pie to entertain the king? 
 What would you do with your money, once you have counted it? 

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 What unexpected things can you see in the picture?
 How many blackbirds can you see? How many are missing? Where might they be?
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PHYSICAL CHALLENGE
 Devise a set of actions to accompany the rhyme and act it out. 

CREATIVE CHALLENGES
 Using dolly pegs, create the characters in the rhyme and use them to act it out.

 Hot seat the king, the queen, the maid and the blackbirds to find out how they feel.
 Create a story about the two cheetahs taking tea or coffee.
 Who lives behind the little door on the right of the illustration? Devise your own tale.
 Create your own door behind which a story you have written can be found.
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PUDDING STRING

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 Why is string needed for a pudding?
 Why do you think the cat has run away with the string?
 How would you solve the problem if the string was bitten in two?

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Create a list of songs that could be sung. Vote to find out which are the most popular 
and show your findings on a bar chart.
 Create a cat’s cradle from string and learn the different movements.

http://www.ifyoulovetoread.com/book/chten_cats1105.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTSxcN9Ih5M
Which set of instructions do your find easier to follow? Why do you think this is?

NUMBER CRUNCHER
 Using a pudding bowl and a piece of string, measure, so that your string is long enough 
to go around the bowl and be tied. 
 Cut the string and knot it together. Measure it again. How much shorter is it? Will it still 
go around the bowl and tie? What difference does it make if you tie the string in different 
ways?



I LOVE LITTLE PUSSY

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What has the speaker in 
I Love Little Pussy learned 
about the nature of cats?
 What sort of games do cats 
like?
 What other animals could 
be substituted in the rhyme, 
so that it still makes sense?

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Design a toy for a cat.
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PUSSY CAT, PUSSY CAT

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 Why do you think the cat is wearing a crown in the 
picture?

PLAYTIME
 Practise the poem in pairs: one taking the part of 
the questioner and the other the part of the cat.
 Create a short playscript where the cat enters 
the queen’s palace and frightens the mouse. 
What other characters might feature in 
your play? What does the queen do or 
say when the mouse runs under her 
chair? 

VIVID VOCAB
 Look carefully at the three different cats on this double spread. Make a collection of 
words to describe each one. A thesaurus would be a great help in extending your choice  
of words. 

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Create a short description in poetry or prose to describe the cat of your choice, 
conveying its character.
 Read out your description and see if others can guess which cat you have chosen.
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JUMPING JOAN

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 How many different ways are there of jumping? 
How has the illustrator decided to show Joan 
jumping?
 What does the arc of the fishing rod suggest? 

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 Is Joan really alone?
 Can you be alone when someone is with you?
 How do you think Joan is feeling? 

PHYSICAL CHALLENGE
 Set out hoops as stepping stones in the hall or playground and jump from one  
to the next as you chant the rhyme. 

RAPID RESEARCH AND PHYSICAL CHALLENGE
 Find out about different jumping and skipping games and teach each other how  
to play them.

There are some interesting archive films here:  
https://www.bl.uk/playtimes/articles/skipping-games
This is a good collection of skipping rhymes: 
https://www.cne-siar.gov.uk/media/5254/skipping-rhymes-booklet.pdf
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LITTLE THOMAS TITTLEMOUSE

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What sort of character do you think little Thomas Tittlemouse is?
 What adjective is used to describe both Jumping Joan and Thomas Tittlemouse?
 What do you notice about both their names? Count the syllables in their names.

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Make up some interesting, alliterative character names with the same number of 
syllables and then create a rhyming couplet about your character.

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 Who else in the picture might be good at catching fish?

CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
 Find and read the poem, Kingfisher, in The Lost Words, by Jackie Morris and Robert 
Macfarlane. 

 What similarities and differences are there in the 
illustrations?
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MY BLACK HEN

RAPID RESEARCH
 Find out about different breeds of hen and their names. 

https://poultrykeeper.com/chicken-breeds/
 Which name and breed do you like best, and why? Describe it, without naming it and 
see if the others can guess which one you have selected.
 Do all breeds generally lay the same number of eggs?
 What is the difference between free-range, barn eggs and caged eggs?
 Make a list of all the different ways eggs can be cooked. Find out which are the class 
favourites.
 Choose a recipe with eggs to cook and share.

NUMBER CRUNCHER
 Find out how much the different types of eggs cost for one dozen. 
 What is the difference in price?
 How much would you pay for half a dozen of each type of egg?
 Work out the cost of a single egg.

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Look at the different egg cup designs in the illustration. Design your own egg cup. You 
could use egg boxes as a base for papier-mache. You might want to make a double egg 
cup, like the one in the picture. 
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COCK A DOODLE, DO 

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 Why do you think the hen and the cockerel are so large and the people are so small?
 Who do you think is speaking in this rhyme? 

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 Can you find the lost shoe and fiddling stick?
 What do you notice about the dog?

                                                  CREATIVE CHALLENGE
                                                          Create a set of instructions to help the dame and master  
                                                          retrieve the shoe and fiddling stick.
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BAA, BAA, BLACK SHEEP

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 Discuss the scale of the characters in this illustration.
 What do you think the lady in the illustration is making?
 What do you notice about the dog?

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What do you think the master, dame and boy will do with the wool? 
 Who do you think the ‘sir’ is in the rhyme?
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RAPID RESEARCH
 The sheep is a Hebridean sheep, which sometimes eats seaweed. Find out about other 
breeds of sheep.

https://www.countrylife.co.uk/out-and-about/dogs/shaggy-sheep-stories-21-native-
british-sheep-breeds-recognise-153367 

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Using wool, create something of your choice. You could French knit, knit, crotchet, 
stitch, plait, knot, weave, stick, wind, felt.

https://www.countrysideclassroom.org.uk/storage/resource/downloads/b6ce3da4-
e0b9-42dd-9616-78f745610e21/original/sheep-and-wool-publication-2-compressed.
pdf

 Look at the shoes the lady is wearing. 
Think about all the different types of footwear there is: 
https://www.wholesaleclearance.co.uk/blog/z-shoe-styles/
Now design a pair of shoes, thinking about whether they are for town or country,  
beach or mountain, dancing or striding. State what materials you would need,  
show the measurements on your design and create an intriguing name for your  
particular style of footwear.
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DAFFY-DOWN DILLY

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What flower name sounds a little bit like Daffy-Down Dilly?
 How do the words in the rhyme suggest this flower?
 Why do you think Daffy-Down Dilly has come to town?

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 Which person is Daffy-Down Dilly in the picture? 
 What do you notice about the other people travelling to town with her?
 Is there anything else you notice in the background of the painting? 
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HARK, HARK!

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What sort of welcome do you think the dogs are giving?
 Why do you think one beggar is in a velvet gown?
 Why do some people have to beg? 
 Why do you think the illustrator chose to link these two rhymes together?

RAPID RESEARCH
 Find out about The Big Issue and how it helps homeless people.
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TOM, HE WAS A PIPER’S SON

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What sort of pipes is Tom playing?
 Why do you think Tom can only play one tune? What does it suggest to you about his 
character?
 How do you think you might describe the music of ‘over the hills and far away’: happy, 
excited, melancholy, wistful, harsh, light, heavy, meandering? Using a thesaurus will give 
you lots of extra choice.

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 What details do you notice?
 Are there any links to other rhymes in the book? 

               CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Make up a story about the different characters in  
the illustration. Think about where they have come 

                            from, how they met and where they 
                             are going. 
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TO MARKET

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 Who do you think lives in the castle on the hill?
 What do you notice about the pig?

RAPID RESEARCH
 Find out about different breeds of pigs. Can you identify the pig in the illustration?

https://www.countryfile.com/wildlife/mammals/native-british-pig-breeds-and-how-
to-recognise-them/

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Innovate on this rhyme:

To market, to market,
To buy ……………………………………
Home again, home again,
……………………………………………
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LITTLE BO PEEP

ILLUSTRATION 
CONVERSATION

 What does this double 
page spread tell you about 
characters that appeared in  
the pictures of earlier rhymes?
 Where do you think the 
sheep have been?
 What part of the rhyme 
does this illustration refer to? 
 What different types of 
creature can you see in the 
painting?
 What is the dog doing? How 
do you think she is feeling?

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What is ‘home’ for a sheep?

RAPID RESEARCH
 What sayings/idioms are there about sheep? What do these suggest about the sheep’s 
nature? 

CREATIVE CHALLENGES
 Using squared paper and coloured pencils, create your own colourful design for weaving 
or knitting.

 Create a reversible stick or wooden spoon puppet 
for Bo-Peep, to show a worried face and a relieved face,  
           then use it when reciting the rhyme.
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GREY GOOSE
VIVID VOCAB

 What does the term ‘gander’ mean?
 What is the term used for a king’s daughter?

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What do you think is meant by a ‘one-strand 
river’?
 How exactly do you think the geese will 
transport the king’s daughter?

RAPID RESEARCH
 Create a fact file for greylag geese

CREATIVE CHALLENGES
 Create a back story, detailing why the good king’s daughter now has to be carried over 
the one-strand river.
 Create a story for what happens once the good king’s daughter has crossed the river. 
 Create your own design for a vehicle which the geese could transport.
 Create some new commands for the greylag geese by changing the last two rhymes of 
the line:

E.g.
Grey goose and gander,
Waft your wings together,
And lead all your goslings
To finer pastures, fresher.

Grey goose and gander,
Waft your wings together,
And take the orphaned children
To safe ships in the harbour.



HEY DIDDLE, DIDDLE

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 How does this rhyme make you feel when you say it?
 Which character in the rhyme would you choose to be, and why?

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 What do you notice about the illustration? Together, list everything you can see.
 What do you find surprising or interesting?
 What sort of person do you think the lady is?
 Where do you think she has come from and where is she going to? 
what do you think the dial is used for?
 What can you see on the struts of the cart? Why do you think these objects are kept 
there?
 What types of birds can you see in the painting?
 Compare this illustration with other illustrations of this rhyme that are in other books or 
on the internet. What similarities and differences can you see? Which illustrations make 
you think more? Why do you think this is?
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CREATIVE CHALLENGES
 What do you think the keys might open? Create an exciting story in which the  
keys feature.

 Design your own form of transport to carry a precious treasure. 
 Work together to create your own innovation on the rhyme and nonsense words,  
using the same rhyme scheme if you can:

Hey …………………………………………….....  a
…………………………………………………….  a
…………………………………………………….  b
…………………………………………………….  c
…………………………………………………….  d
……………………………………………………..   b

E.g.
Hey zipper, pipper,
Look at the big dipper,
Shining out bright in dark sky.
Jump as high as you can,
Take a huge leap,
And see just how far you can fly.
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I HAD A LITTLE NUT TREE
TALK FOR THOUGHT

 What is particularly remarkable about this tree?
 Do you think the boy is disappointed when he says, ‘Nothing would it bear’?
 What do you think the last two lines of the rhyme mean?

ILLUSTRATION 
CONVERSATION

 Where is the boy standing 
in this painting? 
 What do you notice about 
the King of Spain’s daughter? 
 Why do you think she was 
visiting?
 What do you think the boy 
will do when the ship ties 
up?
 What sort of birds can you 
see in the picture?

CREATIVE CHALLENGES
 Devise a conversation between the boy and the King of Spain’s daughter and write it up 
as a playscript.
 Create a picture or model of your own remarkable plant. Label it to make its special 
properties clear.

RAPID RESEARCH
 Find out about nut trees which grow in your country.       
                              Which animals feed on these nuts?
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THE HART AND THE HARE

VIVID VOCAB
 Can you work out what a hart is from the illustration?

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 What are the hares doing?
 Why do you think the knight loves his bright sword?
 What stories do you think the knight might have to tell?
 What is meant by, the lady loves her will?
 What do you think the lady is doing in the picture?

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 Look at the snow crystal effects in the painting. Experiment with your own painting of a 
moonlit night snow scene, noting the colours Jackie Morris has used.

CREATIVE CHALLENGES
 Devise a quest for a knight.
 Recreate the first couplet, using different animals. 

E.g.
The salmon loves the clear stream,
The rook, he loves the tower;
The night he loves adventure,
And the lady loves her bower.

RAPID RESEARCH
 Create a fact file on hares.

CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
 The Knight Who Took All Day by James Mayhew
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THE BED IS TOO SMALL
TALK FOR THOUGHT

 What name do we give to this sort of nursery rhyme?

ILLUSTRATION CONVERSATION
 Look carefully at the painting and discuss what you see.

VIVID VOCAB
 What is meant by, ‘a hill soft with trees’?

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Create your own set of instructions for making an outdoor bed. Think carefully about 
the different elements you would like and the reasons for choosing them.
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BABY’S BED’S A SILVER MOON

TALK FOR THOUGHT
 Who do you think is speaking?
 Why do you think she uses the image of the baby sailing?
 How is the baby going to catch a dream?
 What sort of dream do you think she might catch?
 What sort of dreams do you have? 
 How do you think the mother feels about the baby sleeping?
 How else might the baby travel in her sleep?
 Why is sleep important and how much sleep do we need?

CREATIVE CHALLENGE
 Create dream catchers https://www.
tinyfry.com/make-dream-catcher-kids/
 Add words to your dream catchers 
connected to sleep and dreams.

CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
 Tell Me a Dragon by Jackie Morris
 Silver by Walter de la Mare https://www.
poemtree.com/poems/Silver.htm https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ldfZDyl-3Eg
The Lost Words Blessing from Spell 
Songs by Julie Fowlis, Karine Polwart, 
Seckou Keita, Kris Drever, Rachel Newton, 
Beth Porter, Jim Molyneux and Kerry 
Andrew https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Hg1xFYpXuWA
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ENDPAPERS AND FINAL THOUGHTS

 Can you identify which nursery rhymes the characters in the end papers appear in,  
now that you are familiar with the book?

 Thinking back over all of the rhymes, which did you find:
o The most puzzling?
o The most peculiar?
o The funniest?
o The easiest to learn?

 Which illustration comes into your head when you close your eyes and think about  
the book? Why do you think it is this particular illustration?
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 Many of the rhymes and/or illustrations suggest journeys. Why do you think this is?

 Look at this page from Jackie Morris’s blog to find out what inspired her when working 
on the book:
http://www.jackiemorris.co.uk/book-list/the-cat-and-the-fiddle/

What tips does this give you with regard to your own creative projects?

 Look at other nursery rhyme books and compare them with The Jackie Morris Book of 
Classic Nursery Rhymes. Look at how they have been selected, arranged and illustrated. 
Do the pictures add to your understanding, or make you think in a different way?

 Share your own Treasury of Nursery Rhymes with both younger and older people, so 
that you can all learn your favourites by heart.
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